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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

October 04, 2016 

 

CashCalc launches Variable Growth Rates & Stress Testing option. 

 

CashCalc has launched the option to input variable growth rates and stress test a cash 

flow forecast within their cash flow modeller. 

The two new releases, which enable cash flow forecasts to more accurately represent 

real life fluctuations in the market, aim to transform the way cash flow planning is 

conducted with CashCalc. 

The option to input variable growth rates allows users to accurately model historic fund 

or benchmark performance for a client’s savings. The option to stress test the forecast 

allows users to demonstrate to their clients how sequencing of risk or specific market 

events might impact their cash flow forecast.  

Ray Adams, Director of CashCalc, said “The ability to model a cash flow forecast that 

answers ‘what if’ scenarios is vital information for clients”. He added “What we have built 

is straight out of the CII R08 Handbook and we are now keen for user feedback so we 

can improve and develop the features”. 

The news comes shortly after CashCalc extended its Premium trial to 28 days, allowing 

new users to experience the full potential for longer without any obligations. 
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Notes to editor 

CashCalc was developed by a team of Chartered Financial Planners from South Wales.  

Since its launch in May 2014, CashCalc has accumulated over 3,800 financial advisers 

and with it become pioneers in the financial planning process.  The software’s online 

suite of financial planning tools offers over 20 calculators, each of which make it easy 

for financial advisers to engage the client in the financial planning process.  Their 

flagship tool, the Cash Flow Modeller, enables financial advisers to create detailed and 

precise cash flow models without any additional complexity.  At only £30 (+VAT) per 

month, the intuitive and versatile suite of tools is fast becoming the go-to choice for 

financial planning firms in the UK.  


